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Welcome to our latest Newsletter.

Enhanced Capital Allowances includes leak detection kit

If you would like any assistance or
have questions regarding the articles
in this Newsletter, then please do not
hesitate to contact us.

The eligibility criteria for claiming Enhanced Capital Allowances for the
installation of leak detection equipment has recently changed. This means
businesses will be able to offset tax on profits against the purchase of leak
detection equipment such as LeakSafe.

Dramatic Change in Health and Safety
The Health and Safety sentencing guidelines were revised last year and became law on 1 February 2016. Senior
and middle management, regardless of the type of business, need to be familiar with them — not least,
because the guidelines also apply to offences committed before 1 February 2016.
Courts now assess the overall seriousness of an offence based on
the offender’s culpability and the risk of serious harm.
To ensure sentencing consistency across the board for Health
and Safety offences, every incident now has a starting point. This
provides judges with a minimum punishment that can be applied
to every convicted offender.
For example, in the guidelines, the range for an organisation with
a turnover between £10-50 million would have a recommended
starting point for the least serious offence with medium
culpability is £50,000. It could be increased to £4 million as the
seriousness and culpability increases.
The criteria used to determine how serious an offence is:

Culpability
Culpability is assessed to arrive at a rating of very high, medium
or low based on the likelihood of harm occurring. High ratings
include ignoring concerns raised by employees or others and

failing to make appropriate changes following earlier incidents.
A low rating would apply when you can demonstrate significant
efforts were made to address the risk but it was not sufficient on
this occasion.

Harm and Risk
Harm and Risk is assessed by the court according to what could
have happened rather than what did happen. Health and Safety
offences are concerned with failures to manage risks and do not
require proof that the offence caused actual harm. The offence is
in creating a risk of harm.
This can be compounded further in the light of whether the
offence a was a significant cause of actual harm, high number of
workers or the general public were exposed to the risk.
Contact us today on 03453 304 305 or send your enquiry to
enquiries@prioryinsurance.co.uk if you need health and safety
specific cover or would like us to put you in touch with someone
that could improve your accident reporting and processes.

Making Plans for Inflation
Consumer price inflation is continuing to rise. The Office for National Statistics said the annual rate of CPI
inflation increased by 1.6% in November, up from 0.6% in August.
The increase represents the largest monthly rise in the cost of
household goods and services since December 2014. At the
heart of the rise is the weaker pound increasing input prices. The
pound has lost its value against the Euro and dollar since the
EU Referendum outcome. It is now worth almost 20% less than
before the vote.

What is going to happen to inflation next?
Inflation is forecast to increase further over the next few months.
It could break through the government’s 2% target it sets for the
Bank of England sometime in 2017.
No one expects an immediate reaction from the Bank of
England. The Governor, Mark Carney has said they may tolerate
overshooting the target. There are concerns that reacting too
soon could drive up unemployment. There are two main scenarios
to consider for your business planning.

If the pound recovers value
Impact on prices will be a one-off factor. That means, the effect
of currency will fall out of the year-on-year calculation from next
September. The Bank of England will assess if this is a temporary
inflation bump in the road and keep monetary policy unchanged
to support the economy. This is consistent with the Bank’s

reaction to the financial crisis when inflation increased to over 5%
with rates at historic lows.

If the pound continues to weaken
Investors prefer a little inflation; it tends to be good for stock
markets. If there is too much inflation, the Bank of England must
raise interest rates. Share prices would fall. Unless you are on
a fixed rate mortgage, your repayments will increase and your
savings could erode.

So where next for the pound?
The pound has traded upwards since Donald Trump became
president and in anticipation of US inflation. Sustaining the small
rebound on the valuation of the pound will be down to what has
caused its fall, Brexit.
If the government and European politicians are pragmatic about
Brexit, and the market has priced for a hard Brexit, it leaves scope
for the pound to recover as the discussions produce some positive
outcomes.
Remember, the weaker pound is an opportunity to boost British
exports and drive economic growth. This will provide the good
kind of inflation for your business and can be controlled by the
Bank of England.

Protecting Property Owners’ Income
April’s changes to tax relief on mortgage interest payments will have a big impact on buy-to-let landlords’ income. Rent arrears
could become a big issue in 2017 too. With pay increasing at an average of 1%, inflation at 2% and rents increasing 5%.
Rent Guarantee insurance is for evicting tenants following the appropriate process of issuing notices. You’re covered for unpaid
rent whether your tenants are professional or receiving benefits. If you don’t have it as a landlord, then you should make sure
you have cover under your letting agents’ policy.
You should also make sure you, or your letting agent, have cover for legal expenses. Property owners’ legal responsibilities are
different from commercial businesses. There are a wide range of legal matters you can cover including property disputes, repair
and renovation disputes, health and safety prosecution defence, HMRC investigation defence and loss assessor fees. Most legal
policies include support and advice from your insurer with experts.
Contact us today for an assessment of your exposure and an estimate of your premiums; call 03453 304 305 or send us an email
enquiries@prioryinsurance.co.uk

Does What You Wear Make You Safer?
Wearable technology is already used in our everyday lives, but what about in our workplaces? Will employers
use wearable devices and clothing to improve staff well-being?
Tracking our daily activity is just one of the ways technology is
changing the way we live. Our ability to track, report and share is
possible thanks to technology we can wear.
Whether the trend is ultimately positive is unclear. What is certain,
is we have only just seen the start. Technology giants Google,
Apple and Microsoft are investing in health technology attached
to our clothes.
Wearable devices can make a major contribution to workplace
safety, collaboration and data collection.
There are over two million deaths every year from occupational
accidents or work-related disease globally. Wearable devices with
GPS track employees in real time in case of emergency.
The larger the site, the more powerful the application. Hospitals,
data centres, manufacturing plants, fuel transit and warehousing
could see the biggest benefits.
Helmets, watches and visors that bristle with sensors and
connected to control centres, alert employees to changing
environmental conditions, such as air quality, tremors or
temperature changes. Leaving them to get on with their job,
knowing someone is looking out for them.
A device from SiteZone is used on dangerous building sites to
warn pedestrians and machinery drivers of each other’s’ presence
using a proximity warning system. Workers wear a small RFID
transponder on their hard hat with another fitted to the vehicle.
The driver and pedestrian receive vibrating and visual alerts when
they come too close. Combined with near miss reporting, it can
help to identify where the next accident is likely to happen.
In sensitive environments like dealing with hazardous materials, oil

rigs or nuclear facilities, wearable devices can report on heart rate,
blood pressure, and hydration.
Management information from wearable units also improve
planning and resource allocation.
Despite the many possible benefits, you’ll need to consider
employee privacy, staff using their own devices and the cost of
buying and maintain the technology.
We could look back from 2025 and see the launch of the Apple
Watch and FitBit as just the infancy of wearable technology!

Who Are You Going To Call?
We all know what ‘999’ is for, but who would you call if you were being sued? Being subject to legal
action is stressful, time consuming and expensive. Especially when you believe it’s unfounded.
The worst thing that you can do is nothing, as this could lead
to a default judgement being entered against you, enabling
your plaintiff to seek enforcement action, which could include
winding up your business.
You have insurance in place for most issues that would lead
to your business facing legal action. These include professional
and public liability policies, car and buildings insurance. They
are “before the event” insurance policies, there to protect you
from future legal action.
Legal expenses insurance funds legal advice and defending a
court case “after the event”. It’s bought when you need to
defend a legal action, protecting your business against the risk
of losing and having to pay the other side’s costs.

Over 13,000 solicitor firms take cases funded by “after the
event” insurance policies.
Insuring a case that goes to court against losing can be
between 30% and 50% of the limit required. The premium
and your disbursements are recoverable under the policy. Some
providers offer a loan so you don’t have to pay the premium all
in one go.
So, if you’re being sued, call us. We can help you with a policy
to cover your exposure and can put you in touch with a suitable
solicitor too.
Find out how we can help you protect your business, simply
call us on 03453 304 305 or send your enquiry to enquiries@
prioryinsurance.co.uk

When A Vehicle Is
Not A Vehicle
A trailer attached to a tractor knocked
over the ladder on which Damijan
Vnuk was standing while loading hay
into the upper floor of a barn in rural
Slovenia. Mr Vnuk subsequently sued
the tractor driver for compensation
for his injuries.
Following a Europe-wide court case,
any vehicle used off-road may need
insurance cover that complies with
the Road Traffic Act. This brings offroad vehicles and situations covered
in motor policies under the spot light.
Bizarre as this may sound, the changes
will also include mobility scooters,
ride-on lawnmowers, segway personal
transporters and even golf buggies
under the definition of ‘vehicles’.
The current Road Traffic Act will need
amending in Parliament, but it’s worth
planning for now.
You will be most affected if you
operate equipment in public space.
Some incidents currently covered
under your employers’ liability and
public liability insurance policies will
switch over to your motor policy. You
may also be required to have thirdparty insurance on private land.

Retain Your Top Talent and Keep Them Healthy
Retaining your top talent can be mission
critical. While large companies can appear
to pay lip service to their people being
their biggest asset, this is the hard truth for
smaller businesses.
Staff benefits enable employers to provide
greater value than it costs them to deliver.
They are above what you pay in salary and
your statutory obligations. Your staff will
sometimes contribute too, with most of
the funding coming from you.

productivity gain if it means your staff can
get diagnosed and healed sooner. Health
benefits cover private medical insurance,
dental cover, physiotherapy and health
screening. Some packages include regular
check-ups to keep the health of your staff
on track and prevent extended absences.
We can find the right solution for you; so
when you are ready to introduce benefits
that will help with staff retention without
increasing your wage bill, just get in touch.

The ultimate way to look at staff benefits,
is not in how much they cost, but on how
much value they deliver. They provide
something you can buy at a lower cost
than your employees, improving retention
and staff contentment.
Health benefits are a quantifiable way
of adding real value to your employees’
package, without adding to your wage bill.
Although a cost initially, there is a business

Driver Assistance Technology
Advanced driver assistance systems help safer driving through an early warning system.
The global advanced driver assistance systems market is growing rapidly, driven by
government rules, consumer preferences and the new technologies that can deliver
advanced features.
It is widely anticipated that by 2020, more than 40% of new vehicles will have at least
two types of driver assistance system. It isn’t just for new cars; driver assist systems with
cameras and radar sensors can be retro-fitted too.
Cameras are often mounted to the windscreen to deliver autonomous emergency
braking and lane deviation warnings.
If equipment is misaligned by as little as one degree, it can have devastating consequences
on how the systems operate. Autoglass estimates that 40% of cars with advanced driver
systems will require calibration following a windshield replacement by 2020.
More importantly, they found 68% of drivers ignored manufacturers advice to calibrate
their systems. Tyre pressure, bumper thickness and windscreen damage can all impact
effectiveness. If you have any kind of advanced driver assistance system, make sure it is
checked regularly.
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Our firm is a member of COBRA Network, one of the UK’s largest organisations of independent
commercial insurance brokers. This gives us significant negotiating power in the insurance market.
We fully retain our business independence and take advantage of this combined negotiating
strength to ensure we provide you with insurance cover that best meets your needs at the
most competitive rate. The combination of our personal service and the powerful resources and
support of a larger organisation puts us in a unique position to meet your business and individual
insurance needs, enabling us to deliver and maintain excellent client service.
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